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Background
The Teacher Exchange Program fosters mutual understanding, positive images of different cultures,
and cross-cultural learning in the classroom, as well as the mastery of specific subject areas.
The purpose of the Teacher category of the Exchange Visitor Program is to:






enhance mutual understanding between the people of the United States and people of other
countries;
allow U.S. students who lack opportunities to travel abroad to have early and meaningful
relationships with individuals from other cultures;
provide visiting teachers an opportunity to expand their understanding of U.S. education,
culture, and society;
provide U.S. teachers with a greater understanding of international teaching practices by their
working alongside international colleagues; and
create opportunities to develop lasting links between U.S. and international schools and
communities.i

Exchange Teachers are hosted by U.S. schools, including pre-K (language immersion only),
elementary, and high schools, for up to three years. After this period, Exchange Teachers may be
eligible to apply for a one- or two-year program extension.
Exchange Teachers are well qualified: They have a minimum of two years of recent teaching
experience, hold the equivalent of a U.S. bachelor’s degree in education or the academic subject in
which they will teach, and meet the educational standards of the U.S. state where they will teach.
Leveraging People-to-People Diplomacy to Prepare U.S. Students to Excel in Global Contexts
The Partnership for 21st Century Learning, whose founding members include the National
Education Association and the U.S. Department of Education, indicates that global awareness is a
key theme through which students should study key subjects like math, science, and world
languages. Social and cross-cultural skills are also listed as critical life and career skills.ii
The Teacher Exchange Program is uniquely well suited to bringing global awareness and cross-cultural
social and communication skills into the classroom.
Cross-cultural learning activities, such as virtual exchanges with a school in an Exchange Teacher’s
home country or presentations about teachers’ home country in their host community, enable
students and community members to improve their understanding of the world, learn to appreciate
alternate viewpoints, and develop critical-thinking skills that take into consideration cultural variance.
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Bringing the Benefits of International Diversity to U.S. Classrooms
U.S. classrooms are more diverse than they were in the pastiii and education experts agree that it is
critically important for cultural differences to be represented and addressed in diverse
classrooms.iv
Exchange Teachers provide unique role models and are one part of broader effortsv to diversify
school faculty and better serve our students.
Studies indicate international teachers may be additionally beneficial to students who perceive
themselves as outsiders in some way and to minority students.vi
Helping Meet Critical Teaching Needs
The difficulty of finding comparably qualified and experienced teachers in some districts is a factor
prompting some schools to consider hosting an Exchange Teacher.
The Teacher Exchange Program is one small part of broader efforts to address well-documented
teacher shortages,vii but it is not intended—and is not in practice—shaping the U.S. teaching
market.
With 2,876viii new Exchange Teachers in 2017, the Teacher Exchange Program represent a
miniscule fraction of the 3.581 millionix people teaching in U.S. classrooms.
Providing Opportunities for Professional Development for both U.S. and Exchange Teachers
Exchange Teachers learn American teaching methodologies while bringing an international
perspective to American classrooms.
Through participation in the Teacher Exchange Program, Exchange Teachers cultivate professional
networks that they can call upon throughout their careers for advice, sharing of best practices, and
collaboration.
A 2014 study finds ample evidence of Exchange Teachers learning American teaching
methodologies and applying these upon return to their home countries.x
U.S. teachers likewise stand to gain by working alongside international colleagues. In our
increasingly interconnected world, direct interaction with international teachers is a valuable form
of professional development. In fact, the same 2014 study suggests U.S. schools could do more to
take advantage of the learning opportunities afforded by Exchange Teachers.
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